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Abstract: 

This essay explores how the causes and consequences of the White Australia Policy have shaped 

Australia and Asia’s relationship through political, cultural and social aspects. It discusses the ways 

the White Australia Policy’s instigators currently continue in the form of long-lasting results through 

the beliefs and actions of both continents. 
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“That end, put in plain and unequivocal terms … means the prohibition of all alien- coloured 

immigration, and more, it means at the earliest time, by reasonable and just means, the deportation 

or reduction of the number of aliens now in our midst. The two things go hand in hand, and are the 

necessary complement of a single policy – the policy of securing a ‘white Australia.”1 

Australia’s relationship with Asia has been marked by friction as well as goodwill throughout history 

and was influentially shaped by one of the first pieces of commonwealth legislation: the White 

Australia Policy. Known at the time as the Immigration Restriction Act, it was enacted on December 

23, 1901. Its aim was to maintain a ‘white’ Australia by limiting non-white immigrants through a 50-

word dictation test in any European language, making failure almost inevitable. As an important part 

of the shaping of the early impressions each continent had on the other, the causes and 

consequences of the White Australia Policy continue to influence the relationship between Asia and 

Australia today.  

While it targeted all non-white immigrants, it especially focused on Asians. Prime Minister Edmund 

Barton stated, “We know that coloured and white labour cannot exist side by side: we are well 

aware that China can swamp us with a single year’s surplus of population.”2 This combines many of 

the government’s reasons for the White Australia Policy in the following ways: firstly, that Asians 

were considered unequal to white people; secondly, that the number of Asian immigrants was 

overwhelming the number of white Australians; and thirdly that the cheapness and efficiency of 

Asian labour posed economic threat. These reasons also caused the defamation against Asian 

people, which contributed to the policy’s enaction. Through the spreading of ideas that Asian people 

were ‘aliens’ and ‘undesirables’, public opinion against Asian immigrants caused the government to 

believe the policy was necessary. The advocacy for the policy additionally brought more acceptance 

of these beliefs through respected political figures in Australian society making statements such as 

‘The doctrine of the equality of man was never intended to apply to the equality of the Englishman 

and the Chinaman’3 and ‘We have something like 800,000,000 Chinese and Japanese, within easy 

distance of Australia, from whom we have to fear contamination.’4 This perceived danger of Asian 

people ‘contaminating Australia’ relates to the prominent cause mentioned above: Asian people 

 

1 Alfred Deakin, ‘Immigration Restriction Bill’, House of Representatives, Debates, 12 September 1901, pp. 
4805-4806 
2 Edmund Barton, op. cit., 1901, p. 3503, quoting from Pearson’s National Life and Character: A Forecast, p. 36. 
In National Life and Character, Pearson also forecasts China’s emergence as a world power.  
3 Edmund Barton, ‘Immigration Restriction Bill’, House of Representatives, Debates, 26 September 1901, p. 
5233.  
4 Samuel Mauger, ‘Immigration Restriction Bill’, House of Representatives, Debates, 6 September 1901, p. 
4631 



being seen as threats. Thus, it can be concluded that many white Australians actually view Asian 

people as intimidating rather than inferior due to the influence they could have over Australia, which 

has sparked fear that has resulted in the unequal treatment of Asian people. Significantly, since 

Australia had just seen federation at the time of the policy’s enaction and was experiencing 

relationships with other countries as a nation for the first time, these causes influenced how the 

White Australia Policy developed a relationship foundation between Australia and Asia that 

cemented the former’s discriminatory opinion of the latter.  

Due to the spread of theories that the ‘dangerous yellow hordes’ would invade Australia, bring 

illnesses and rape women, the Asian people who passed the dictation test experienced normalised 

discrimination and restrictions such as the inability to retain land. This created the perception of 

Asian people at the time as unworthy to have the rights of white Australians. The consequences of 

this continue to affect Australia’s relationship with Asia today through bigotry in institutions and 

systems. For example, during the White Australia Policy’s implementation, Asian people were 

viewed as invaders. This theme of Asian ownership/occupation of space being seen as threats to 

white hegemony was emphasised by the White Australia Policy and is still strong today, as evidenced 

by the 2015-16 statistic that 6 in 10 Asian-born Australians reported experiencing housing 

discrimination.5 Another belief promoted during the White Australia Policy’s enaction about Asian 

people allegedly taking jobs away from white Australians is presently predominant due to growing 

number of Asian immigrants. The competition for jobs can be summed up by this 2018 political 

statement: “Our young children will flee and who are they being replaced with? … Young people 

from typically Asia with PhDs.”6 This relates to the resentment between Australia and Asia and how 

the relationship has been marked throughout time by statements and incidents that correspond 

with the negative feelings each continent has of the other.  

Although Asia-Australia relations turned mutually beneficial with the strengthening of political, 

economic and cultural ties, the blatant contradictory nature of the White Australia Policy means that 

its consequences are prominent in society today. The political aspect of the relationship has been 

particularly affected. For example, there is an underrepresentation of Asian Australians in 

government due to distrust, with Chinese candidates reporting being questioned about their 

 

5 Kam, Alanna, et al. “Asians Out! Not in This Suburb, Not in This Apartment.” The Conversation, 21 March, 
2019, https://theconversation.com/asians-out-not-in-this-suburb-not-in-this-apartment-103919 Accessed 8 
August 2022 
6 Michael Daley, September 2018. quoted from Visentin, Lisa, “Michael Daley claims foreigners taking young 
people’s jobs”, The Sydney Morning Herald, 18 March 2018 https://www.smh.com.au/nsw-election-
2019/michael-daley-claims-foreigners-taking-young-people-s-jobs-20190318-p51591.html Accessed 11 August 
2022 

https://theconversation.com/asians-out-not-in-this-suburb-not-in-this-apartment-103919
https://www.smh.com.au/nsw-election-2019/michael-daley-claims-foreigners-taking-young-people-s-jobs-20190318-p51591.html
https://www.smh.com.au/nsw-election-2019/michael-daley-claims-foreigners-taking-young-people-s-jobs-20190318-p51591.html


loyalties to China and Australia7. Pauline Hanson is an infamous example of the continuation of the 

adversity Asian people face in Australia. In 1966, Hanson 'warned' parliament, saying, “I believe 

Australia is in danger of being swamped by Asians.”8 Another consequence was demographics: by 

the late 1940s, the percentage of Asian people in Australia had shrunk to 0.21%, meaning that for 

the 57 years of the policy’s implementation, Asia’s culture and religions were largely unaccepted in 

Australia. This caused the absence of the diversity of ethos and spirituality that Asia is known for in 

Australia during this time, which produced a lack of awareness about both Asian people and the 

world.  

The White Australia Policy was an action of outright discrimination that heavily targeted Asian 

people with causes and consequences that continue to shape Australia’s relationship with Asia 

today. Its causes, ranging from the believed threat of Asian invasion to white racism, prompted 

white Australians to view Asian people with suspicion and Asian people to view white Australians as 

discriminatory. Its consequences included political inequality and severe bigotry in society that are 

still currently present. The White Australia Policy ultimately caused animosity and tension between 

Asia and Australia. Undeniably, a legacy of racism remains influential in the actions and beliefs of 

both continents.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 Li, Danielle, et al. “Chinese Australians still encounter racism and questions of loyalty from both countries”, 
ABC News, 19 March 2022, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-03-20/mavis-yen-book-chinese-australians-
face-discrimination/100816246 Accessed 12 August 2022 
8 Pauline Hanson, 1996, quoted from ABC News, “Scrap multiculturalism, Pauline Hanson declares”, YouTube, 
26 November 2013, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64it4eAQjnk&ab_channel=ABCNews%28Australia%29 Accessed 12  
August 2022 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-03-20/mavis-yen-book-chinese-australians-face-discrimination/100816246
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-03-20/mavis-yen-book-chinese-australians-face-discrimination/100816246
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64it4eAQjnk&ab_channel=ABCNews%28Australia%29
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